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Biden & Media Callously Blame Hurricane Idalia on
Climate Change  
https://media.blubrry.com/1462062/thenewa
merican.com/assets/podcast/TheNewAmeric
anTV/TNATV_230831.mp3
Podcast: Play in new window | Download
(Duration: 57:35 — 53.5MB)
Subscribe: Android | RSS | More

While Hurricane Idalia pounded the
southeastern coast yesterday, the chief of
corruption and the propagators in the
“news” business were hard at work spinning
the natural disaster to fit their climate
delusions. In today’s TNA TV episode, we
present examples illustrating that the worst
natural disasters happened decades ago and
dispel other climate-alarmism points. Also,
the Russia-Ukraine war has now
carried over into Russia, increasing the
chances of nuclear escalation.  

In the second half of the show, The New American TV’s Paul Dragu interviews Montana’s U.S.
Representative Matt Rosendale, who pulls no punches as he discusses the attack on fossil fuels and
agriculture, the Biden crime family, the persecution of Trump, Ukraine, the insanity of so-called
transgenders in the military, and more.  

RELATED

Read “Pressure Mounting on Biden to Declare a Climate Emergency.”

Download the free e-booklet “Exposing the 2030 Agenda” to learn the truth about the climate-change
scam.

Sign up for The John Birch Society’s Leadership Conference HAPPENING SOON!
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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